
REDS
2018 CABERNET SAUVIGNON 
Beckman California
There’s just no doubt that Santa Barbara 
County, once a fledgling wine region, is 
now all grown up and producing some of the 
country’s best wines. Founded in 1994 in 
the Santa Ynez Valley subregion, Beckmen 
wines are crafted almost exclusively from 
two vineyards: Los Olivos District AVA, and 
Ballard Canyon AVA. Their estate Cab is 
an eye-opening experience. This offering is 
dark, rich, and dense, and loaded with vanil-
la, spice, cherry, cassis, black currant flavors 
and aromas and smooth tannins. 15%

Quarter $14.  Half $28.  750mL $42.

2016 BORDEAUX SUPERIOR
Chateau de Bonhoste   France
70% Merlot, 20% Cab. Sauvignon, 10% 
Cab. Franc.  Estate was established in 
1977 when Bernard & Colette Fournier 
purchased the 11th century chateau and its 
44 hectares of vineyards, located 6 km south 
of St Emilion. The garnet-colored wine 
has aromas of red fruits and toasty notes. 
Full-bodied, supple and balanced with silky 
tannins and fruity notes on the finish. 12%
Quarter $13.  Half $26.  750mL $36.

2018 BARBERA
Ti Amo   Lombardia, Italy
From the Pavia district of Lombardy, this 
100% certified organic wine has the aroma 
of blackberries and spice and is soft but rich 
with a fruity palate. No oak. 13%

Quarter $12.  Half $24.  750mL $32.

NV CÔTES DU RHONE 
Les Vignerons D’Estezargues
—”From The Tank” France
This beautiful garnet-colored wine offers 
aromas & flavors of smoky red fruit, violets, 
lots of berries, & good Old World mineral-
ity all tied up w/velvety tannins. 40% Gren-
ache, 35% Syrah, 15% Carignan.

Quarter $12.  Half $24.  750mL $32.

2020 CABERNET FRANC,
“L’HURLUBERLU” Loire Valley
Sêbastien David
This delicious red is aged in clay amphora 
and is pressed by the traditional foulage 
method (i.e. by foot). “Hurluberlu” trans-
lates into ‘crank’ or ‘eccentric’! 100% 
biodynamic and served chilled!  
Quarter $13.  Half $26.  750mL $36.

 

WHITES
2014 GRÜNER VELTLINER 
Pratsch   Austria
100% Certified Organic. Herbal, fresh & 
spicy with notes of white pepper, apple & 
citrus on the palate. It has the “rainwater 
over rocks” minerality that’s desirable in 
Austrian whites. Zippy acidity. 12%

Quarter $12.  Half $24.  750mL $32.

2018 CHARDONNAY 
House of Brown California
95% Chardonnay, 5% Vermentino. The 
first & only Black-owned estate winery in 
Napa Valley. In 1980, the Brown family 
purchased & rehabilitated an abandoned 
ranch in the eastern hills there, officially es-
tablishing the Brown Estate label in 1996. 
Aromas of pineapple, starfruit, & guava; 
notes of jasmine & orange blossoms. Light, 
crisp, elegant, and juicy with a bright yet 
round mouthfeel. 14%
Quarter $13.  Half $26.  750mL $36.

2020 BORDEAUX BLANC AOC 
Chateau La Frenelle France
60% Sauvignon Blanc, 30% Semillon, 10% 
Muscadelle. Family-owned since 1789.
Brilliant transparent yellow color w/green 
highlights. Intensely aromatic nose:  lem-
ons, grapefruit & white peaches from the 
Sauvignon, honeysuckle & acacia flowers 
from the Muscadelle. The Semillon brings 
richness & roundness. Crisp & fruity on 
the palate with a silky long finish.  12.5%
Quarter $13.  Half $26.  750mL $36

ROSÉ
2020 JENNY AND FRANÇOIS
ROSÉ Domaine de la Patience 
Costières de Nîmes, France
Grenache/Cinsault. From the southern-
most appellation of the Rhône and organic 
grapes from the Domaine de la Patience, 
an easy-drinking, light rosé full of red berry 
fruit notes. Perfect for summer. 12%

Quarter $12.  Half $24.  750mL $32.

VERMOUTH
ATXA VINO VERMOUTH ROJO 
Destlerias Acha   Spain
Enjoy as an aperitif over ice or straight up 
w/a peel of orange or lemon. Traditional 
Vermouth is a fortified & aromatized wine 
macerated w/herbs, fruits and roots—this 
old family recipe includes wormwood, gen-
tian, & cherry. Notes of licorice and wild 
herbs framed by bitter components and a 
markedly wild berry fruit.15%

4 oz. Glass $7.

BOON • Kriek Q
Traditional Belgian Lambic fruit-beer,  
brewed according to the traditional Lambic 
style of spontaneous fermentation. Only 
fresh cherries (25%) are used. Slightly 
sweet, w/the surprising natural fragrance 
of sour cherries and almonds. 
4% 20cL Glass $10

GIRARDIN • Oude Lambiek Q
The rarely released Unblended  version—
the base Oude Lambiek for Girardin’s 
Geuze. The exact time when a lambic 
switches from jonge to oude is based on 
the fermentation progress and is at the 
brewer’s or blender’s discretion.
5%     Aspen Glass $9

DUCHESSE DE BOURGOGNE Q
by Brouwerij Verhaeghe  
Traditional Flemish red ale matured in 
oak casks; smooth with a rich texture and 
interplay of passion fruit, and chocolate, 
and a long, dry and acidic finish.
6.2%             Goblet $10 

ST. FEUILLIEN • 5
Pale blond ale, clear & bright, with strong 
sparkling character. The nose is fresh & 
hoppy w/delicate fruity hints empowered 
by nuances of citrus zests. Starts off sweet 
& slightly malty. Round & full-bodied with 
a fine, pleasant bitterness on the finish.
5%  Goblet $10

PALM • Speciale 
Belgian Pale Ale made w/English hops, 
French barley, Belgian yeast, & Cham-
pagne malt. Amber hued, but not heavy.  
5.2%  Goblet $6.50 

ST. BERNARDUS  •  Wit 
Trad Belgian white beer developed and 
brewed in collaboration with the legendary 
Master Brewer Pierre Celis. Very pale 
and quite hazy. In aroma, it has a wheaty,  
apple-like, tartness; herbal-spicy notes 
with coriander and orangey fruitness and 
honeyish sweetness. Very refreshing!
5.5%                              Goblet $10

BLAUGIES • La Vermontoise
Stemming from a partnership with mythical 
Vermont brewery Hill Farmstead, made with 
malt, spelt and American hops. It stands out 
with its substantial bitterness and its dry and 
subtly lemony finish
6%  Goblet $14 

BLAUGIES•Saison d’Epeautre 
Classic Saison/Farmhouse Ale brewed with 
Spelt. Clean crisp and refreshing with just 
enough spice to liven things up.
6%                            Goblet $14

MOORTGAT (DUVEL) 

Duvel Single Fermented
Brewery staff at Duvel Moortgat have en-
joyed this for decades: traditionally they’ve 
cold-filtered a small portion of this beer 
for sale, at a few select places in Belgium, 
more widely in the UK & USA. Brewing & 
1st fermentation takes about 30 days, at 
which stage it’s called “single-fermented.” 
Typical Duvel flavors & aromas already 
emerging, but lower in alcohol & carbon-
ation, w/a slightly lighter, crisper taste.
6.8%  Goblet $8.50

CHIMAY • Première (AKA Red) 
The oldest of the Chimays. Its coppery 
color and sweet, fruity taste make it a 
particularly tasty dark ale.
7%        25cL (8.5oz) Glass $10

WESTMALLE• Dubbel 
Dark brown malty double with a surpris-
ingly dry finish from Trappist Westmalle 
founded in 1831.
7%         33cL Glass $12

PETRUS • Sour Passionfruit  Q 
by De Brabandere
A blend of the famous Petrus Aged Pale 
sour (100% foederbeer aged 24 months in 
foeders) and passionfruit, resulting in this  
harmonious union of tart & sweet.
7.3%  25cL Glass $10

AVERBODE   by Huyghe
Brewery Huyghe’s certified Abbey Strong 
Golden Ale. Resounding sweet malt and 
pleasant hop character from careful selec-
tion  and dry-hopping.
7.5%                                     Goblet $12 

MAREDSOUS • Brune 8
Sherry, allspice, & warm dark caramel 
aromas. Mild smoky roasted grain & dark 
fruit notes in the palate. Hints of tobacco 
& wood; soft sourness in the background.
8%  Goblet $10 

ACHOUFFE • Houblon Chouffe 
Flavored by 3 different types of hops. This 
Belgian India Pale Ale is appreciated for its 
pronounced bitterness combined with the 
fruity tones of traditional Achouffe beers.  
9%  33cL Glass $10

SILLY•Tripel
A true amber tripel perfectly blends sweet 
malts with Kent, Saaz & Hallertau hops. 
9%                                        Goblet $14 

BRASSERIE DUPONT  
Avec Les Bon Voeux 
The strongest of Dupont’s farmhouse ales. 
A touch of honey sweetness, grassiness, a 
bit of hop bitterness, some of the distinctive 
Dupont yeasty funk & a nearly perfect 
amount of spritz. 
9.5%                              Goblet $12 

DELIRIUM •Black   by Huyghe
A blended Strong Belgian Dark Ale. 
Delirium Nocturnum and Noël were aged 
10 mos. each separately in bourbon barrels 
sourced from Buffalo Trace. The contents 
of all the barrels were blended to create a  
new evolution of Delirium’s classic Holiday 
Ale. Very limited! 
10%                   25cL (8.5oz) Glass  $12

STRAFFE HENDRIK•Quadrupel 
Rich, intense dark ale. Brewed w/a subtle 
blend of specialty malts, for extremely dark 
color & complex character.
11%            25cL (8.5oz) Glass $10
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Draft Ci ders   & MEAD                
TANDEM • Smackintosh 
McIntosh, Rhode Island Greening, and 
Northern Spy. Sweet and tart with full apple 
flavor, a real crowdpleaser.
4.5%          Goblet $6.50

NORTHMAN • Rosé Cider   
American hybrid grape that grows well 
in the Midwest. Aromas of dark cherry & 
peach pit; lovely medium body w/notes of 
rich plum on the palate. Dry finish reveals 
notes of  unripe strawberry & cranberry.
6.5%                                       Goblet $6 

VIRTUE • Solar Hop 
Dry-hopped dry cider using hops from in 
and around Virtue’s home of Fennville, 
Michigan. Light and bright with a little bit 
of citrusy hop kick. (Fennville, MI) 
6.7%                                Goblet $6.50

WILD BLOSSOM MEADERY 
Strawberry Mead                     
Aromas of walking into a blossoming 
strawberry patch—the dirt, the greens, and 
of course the fresh fruit. Lightly sweet and 
very balanced from the sweetness of the 
honey and acidity of the strawberries. 
8%                                          Aspen $6

cocktails!
Evil Queen’s Toddy,  

La Folie Forte, Hopleaf Sazerac,
Stout Daquiri, Wooden Teef, Bee’s Knees 

—see our separate Cocktails list in the 
menu holder for the delectable details!  



REVOLUTION A Little Crazy 
Belgian-style Pale. Pale Ale, Munich & Car-
amunich malts provide toasty flavor w/hints 
of caramel. Belgian Wit yeast ferments this 
beer, contributing hints of spice &  a slight 
tartness. Dry-hopping w/Cascade & Citra 
drives home the aromas of fresh citrus rind. 
6.8%  Tall Goblet $6

OMMEGANG • Solera Q
(formerly Pale Sour) Elegant, drinkable 
Sour. Fine interplay of sweet & sour; soft 
mouthfeel w/delicate body and clean finish. 
(Cooperstown, NY) 
6.9%                 Goblet $7

BELL’S • Two Hearted Ale
Bell’s most bitter ale, beau tifully copper, 
w/dense creamy head & full blast of hops! 
7%     Pint $7

NEW BELGIUM • La Folie Q
NB’s original wood-conditioned beer, rest-
ing in French Oak barrels for 1- 3 years. 
With sour apple notes, dry effervescence, 
& ear thy undertones. (Ft. Collins, CO)
7%  Goblet $8

DOGFISH HEAD•Hazy-O!
Literally truckloads of oats & wheat for full 
body & liberal dry-hopping for juicy trop-
ical notes of citrus, mango & pineapple! 
4 types of oats for haze, silky mouthfeel, 
& subtle toasted & nutty flavor. Juicy & 
hop-forward smooth & refreshing!( DE)
7.1%  Pint $7 

MAPLEWOOD 
The Charlatan 
American Pale Ale generously hopped w/
Simcoe & “C” hops. Fresh citrus & trop-
ical flavors & some earthy pine notes. The 
low co-humulone hops’ smooth bitterness 
balance out the round malt backbone. 
6.1%  Pint $7   

TEMPERANCE  
Where I’m From 
Hazy India Pale Ale with vanilla, tangerine, 
and orange peel. 100% of proceeds go 
directly to the City of Evanston’s first-in-
the-country Reparations Fund.
7.7%  Imperial Half Pint $8  

SURLY • Permanent Echo
Aggressive hop flavor resonates and rever-
berates: Strata, Cascade, and Mosaic hops 
for a citrusy, fruit-forward flavor that’s 
impossible to isolate. (Minneapolis)
9.2%  Imperial Half Pint $6 

OFF COLOR•Well Fed Sheep 
A traditional, malty Scotch Ale with Star 
Thistle honey. The rich malt, light caramel, 
& biscuit profile—from as much malt as the 
brewhouse could hold!—is set off by a slight 
alcoholic presence; distinct honey notes 
complement the dry finish. Only enough 
hops to balance the huge malt profile.
9.5%  Imperial Half Pint $5

3 FLOYDS • Dreadnaught  
Imperial India Pale Ale with an intense 
citrus hop aroma, a huge malt body and a 
crisp finish.
9.5%  Imperial Half Pint $8

SPITEFUL  
BBA Belligerent Bob    
Sticky sweet and chewy classic Barleywine. 
Slightly mellowed yet more boozy. 
10%  Bell Glass $7

30 YEARS!
HOPLEAF SINCE 1992

For our 30th Anniversary, Hopleaf 
introduces our exclusive house beers, a 
pale ale and a black lager. Trusting the 
talents of Brewmaster Greg Browne at  

ART HISTORY BREWING to brew 
beers we are proud to call our own  

and add to our full time lineup.
HOPLEAF HOUSE BEERS    

House Pale—Pale Ale
Brewed using Omega’s Belgian Ale 
yeast, 79% Bohemian Pilsner, 9% 
Vienna & 4% Caramunich Malts and 
8% invert sugar.  The Kettle hops 
are Simcoe and the dry hopping uses 
UK Fuggles. The result is an easy 
drinking, moderately bitter ale—27 
IBU —ale that is a food-friendly 
everyday drinker. We think it will 
become the go-to beer for many of 
our customers. 
      5.8%                      Pint $6.50

House Dark—Black Lager 
Brewed with 70% Czech 2 Row, 18% 
Floor Malted Bohemian Dark Pilsner, 
8% Cara Bohemian, 4% Carafa 
Special Type III malts and Zuper 
Saaz hops. A black-as-coal Czech-
style lager that’s refreshing and 
easy-drinking with a clean dry finish.  
This is a dark beer for all seasons and 
occasions on its own or with food.
      4.8%                      Pint $6.50

BROOKLYN • Black Ops   
Intense Russian imperial stout aged in Four 
Roses bourbon barrels. (NY)
11%                              Bell Glass $7.50 

FIRESTONE WALKER 
Tequila Sunrise
FW’s signature blonde barleywine aged 
in Extra Añejo tequila barrels with orange 
peel &  hibiscus to capture an authentic 
Tequila Sunrise sipping experience. Bold 
& boozy yet smooth & lightly spicy. 
(Paso Robles, CA)
11%  Bell $8

J.W. LEES (Manchester, England)
Harvest Ale (2016 Port)
From the undisputed king of barrel-aged 
Barleywines. This 2016 version of their 
extra strong Harvest Ale was rested in Port 
Casks and should be enjoyed slowly like a 
fine cognac or an actual glass of fine port.
11.5% Bell Glass $9

LAGUNITAS   
Waldo’s Special
In 1971, the Waldos met at 4:20 in the 
front courtyard of their school near the 
statue of Louis Pasteur. They set out in a 
’66 Impala armed with a “treasure map” on 
a journey to find a secret garden near Point 
Reyes. Every day they met there at the same 
time... they never did find it....but they 
keep lookin’. The dankest & hoppiest beer 
ever brewed at Lagunitas, made with the 
help of the Waldos for all treasure hunters.
11.7%                      Imperial Half Pint $6

 SURLY • Hell
Not unlike a Zwickel Bier from Germany. 
Filtered & fermented w/lager yeast. Amer-
ican hops takes a back seat to the Pils malt 
sweetness & fresh bread aroma. The color 
is... hell (Deutsch for light).   (Minneapolis)
4.5%  Pint $5

MISKATONIC  
Apricot Longue Tongue Liar Q 
Crunchy floral undertones blend with a 
sweet and tangy tart vibe. Looking forward 
to the end of winter, the acidity of this sour 
is the perfect accompaniment to Chicago’s  
successive false springs. (Darien, IL)
4.5%  Goblet $7

ODELL • Sippin’ Pretty Q 
Fruited Sour Ale. Loaded with a unique 
blend of açai, guava, & elderberry, balanced 
with a delicate addition of Himalayan pink 
sea salt, this beer pops with a bright ruby 
color and a refreshing tart finish. 
4.5%  Goblet $6 

BEGYLE  
Can’t Find A Bitter Man
English Style Bitter with a light caramel malt 
body, cleansed with a dry toast finish. Easy 
drinking and sessionable.
5%  Pint $7

UNIBROUE        
Blanche de Chambly
Produced with a blend of Quebec unmalted 
wheat & very pale barley malt to which spices 
& natural aromatics are added, along with a 
light hopping. (Chambly, Quebec, Canada)
5%  Glass $6.50 

ALLAGASH • White
Traditional Belgian-style wheat beer, light 
& slight ly cloudy w/a blend of spices. Long-
time Hopleaf mainstay! (Portland, ME)
5.1%  Glass $7 

DOVETAIL•Vienna Lager           
Copper-hued w/a warm 100% Vienna
malt character & Styrian Golding hop finish.
5.1%  17oz. Glass $7.50

HIRTER •Privat Pils  
German-style Pilsner. Crisp, refreshing and 
delicious with all of the classic notes with a 
touch of hops and sweetness.” (Austria) 
5.2%  Glass $7.50

SCRATCH
Green Tomato Farmhouse Ale
Blonde farmhouse ale brewed with green 
tomatoes from their garden. (Ava, Illinois) 
5.2% Goblet $12 

FIRESTONE WALKER • Pivo Pils
Refreshing, light-bodied & hop-driven. 
Delicate lightly toasted malt flavors. Hops: 
Hallertau-grown Magnum for the lupulin 
foundation, generous amounts of Spalter 
Select for floral aromatic & spicy herbal 
notes. Dry-hopped w/German Saphir for a 
touch of bergamot zest & lemongrass.  (CA) 
5.3%  Pint $7.50    

WEIHENSTEPHANER  
Hefeweissbier 
Golden-yellow wheat beer, w/fine-pored 
white foam, aroma of cloves, refreshing 
banana flavour. Full-bodied, w/a smooth 
yeast taste. (Bayern, Germany)
5.4%  .5 Liter Glass $8.50  

LO REZ • Bob’s Yer Uncle  
Lo Rez’s first ever British Pub Ale or ESB. 
Notes of biscuit & toffee; medium body 
supported by traditional UK hops.  
Fantastic summer brown beer. 
5.5%  Pint $7

ANCHOR • Porter
A blend of specially roasted pale, caramel, 
chocolate, and black malts, along with 
top-fermenting yeast, creates complexity 
without bitterness. (S.F., CA)
5.6%  Pint $6.50 

BELLS • Oberon  (Comstock, MI) 
Light-bodied American wheat beer that’s 
easy-drinking & thirst-quenching w/notes 
of biscuits, lemon, yeast & floral hops. 
5.8%  Pint $6.50

METROPOLITAN  
Dynamo Copper Lager 
If malt & hops are the two poles of brewing, 
this is the gently spinning sweet spot 
between them. Toasty, smooth Vienna malt 
complements a lively hop bite. Smooth, 
crisp, thirst-quenching easy drinker.
5.6%  Pint $7 

GREAT LAKES
Dortmunder Gold
Smooth lager w/more body & less hops 
than a pilsner, less malt & more hops than a 
Munich-style lager. 
5.8%  Pint $7 

UNIBROUE • Saison 13       
Lovely pale amber with red-orange 
highlights, this delicious saison offers the 
perfect combination of malt, fruit and spices 
punctuated by the fresh hops taste. Brewed 
with 13 carefully selected ingredients.    
(Chambly, Quebec, Canada)
6.1%  Goblet $10 

DESCHUTES • Fresh Squeezed
This mouthwateringly delicious IPA gets its 
flavor from a heavy helping of citra & mosaic 
hops. (Bend, OR)
6.4%  Pint $7.50 

3 FLOYDS • Zombie Dust  
Medium-bodied single hop pale ale show-
casing Citra hops from the Yakima Valley.
6.4%  Pint $7.50

HALF ACRE • Vallejo    
India Pale Ale brewed w/coastal spirit. A 
hop crasher that sharply dives into the very 
deep waters of bitter beers.
6.7%                    Pint $7

SIERRA NEVADA
Hazy Little Thing
Unfiltered, unprocessed, and straight from 
the tanks, creating a West Coast-style ver-
sion of a New England style IPA .intertime 
classic—first brewed in 1981!
6.7%  Pint $7 

OLD NATION • DDH M-43 
Designed to accentuate the deep, complex 
combination of Calypso, Amarillo, Citra, & 
Simcoe hops. Citrus & notes of pineapple, 
mango & grapefruit come through in the 
huge, yet surprisingly delicate aroma. Flavor 
follows aromas with soft, pillowy mouthfeel. 
Hop bitterness is more intense in this dou-
ble dry-hopped version. Still very drinkable 
and juicy. (Williamston, MI)
6.8%                Imperial Half Pint $6 
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